




Introduction

makaha

Growing Fish

- Karnakau �869!
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fisherman, or a son in a family which had
'aumakua  a family god! of fishing, then he
could be a true fisherman with no lack of

long canoes, short canoes, light, swift canoes,
large and small nets, and long and short
fishing"  Kamakau, 1976!.

There were many methods of fishing.
Spear fishing, which was commonly done
under water, required the fisher to aim in
front of the fish to hit it when it moved

forward. Other methods employed fish lines,
fishhooks and fish lures. Various types of
nets were used to catch specific kinds of fish.
Mesh nets, dip nets, gill nets, seines and bag
nets were commonly used. Portable
fishtraps made from vines and cordage and
fashioned into basket, funnel and cylindrical
shapes were used to catch fish in fresh water
as well as salt water  Wyban, 1992!.

Sustainable Practices

The early Hawaiians practiced
sustainable farniing and aquaculture because
their very existence depended upon it. The
elders taught that whatever was taken from
the land or sea, a gift had to be given in
return. They were taught to only harvest
what was needed from the mountains and

the sea, for example, to harvest ferns and
limu without damaging the roots and shoots
so that growth of the plants would continue,
to return fish with eggs to the sea, and to
leave large 'opihi so that they could spawn.
Strict kapu  taboo! were placed on catching
of certain fish during their periods of
reproduction.

The evolution from catching fish to
growing fish was a joint effort between the
farmer and the fisher. On land, the farmer
was responsible for the irrigation system of
his lo'i kalo  taro patches!. "The original
concept of the makaha may have been
developed in the agricultural irrigated taro
plots, where rudimentary makaha of smaller

scale occur to control water flow into plots"
 Eikuchi, 1973!. While in the ocean, the
fisher observed the ocean current and tides

and the movement of fish and implemented
techniques to catch his food. The combined
knowledge of the farmer and fisher led to
the development of the sophisticated
technological system of the makaha. The
makaha was a stationary grate placed into
an opening or canal  'auwai kai! that was
built into the wall of the loko kuapa.

When the stone walls of the kuapa shore
ponds were completed, then the task
remained to find the proper wood for the
sluice gate, the makaha. This was selected by
the kahuna of the 'aumakua who increased
fish i n the ponds  kahuna 'aumakua ho'oulu
i'a loko kuapa!. The wood was 'ohi'a 'ai or
lama or some other suitable wood. When

the uood for the makaha was ready, and the
proper day had arrived for its construction,
the kahuna was fetched to set up the first
piece of'timber. For this important duty he
offered a pig or a dog suitable to this uork of
i nspiring the increase of fish, and prayers
appropriate to this work. Then he reached
for a timber and setit up for the makaha
and offered the pule ho'ona fthe prayer that
released the kapu and allowed the uork to
proceed j, Then the men built the makaha,
binding it together with 'ie cords Laerial root
of the 'ie'ie plantJ. After that they arranged
 ho'onohonoho! foundation stones with the
makaha and poured in pebbles. It wasin
this way that all makaha were made.
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The makaha most likely allowed the
Hawaiians to progress from fishtraps, in
which all lanes were open to the sea, to
enclosed shore fishponds where access into
and out of the pond could be controlled. It
was a significant innovation used to
circulate water, and it also allowed small
fish to enter the fishpond. When the young
fish in the pond grew larger than one half
inch thick, they could no longer escape to the
open ocean through the slits in the grate.
Fish could be harvested from the pond as
they gathered at the makaha during changes
in the tide. During the nights of a full moon
and high tide when the fish would pour into
the sluice, a kia'i loko  pond keeper! was
posted near the sluice to guard against 'four
footed and two footed' thieves  Handy et al.,
1972!. The more mature fish could easily be
caught by hand.

high, the fish, attracted by the inflow, would
appear. In some fishponds, Hawaiians fed
the fish sweet potatoes, taro and breadfruit
so that they would not only grow fat, but also
get used to coming to the edge of the pond
for food. When it was time to catch a fish, it
was easy, since the fish would be accustomed
to gathering near the wall to be fed.

"The leap from catching fish to growing
fish underscores the ability of the Hawaiians
to integrate all aspects of fish life cycles,
behavior, and feeding habits with geology,
engineering, and hydrology to create a new
form of food production"  Wyban, 1992!. The
system evolved over years and the makaha
became not only the means of stocking and
harvesting, but also a way to maintain water
quality and long-term food production.

The activities in this unit help students
to explore how fishing evolved in Hawai'i
from catching to growing fish, the ingenuity
involved in fishpond engineering, and what
traditional practices can teach us about
values that are important in Hawaiian
culture.

Once the makaha had been introduced,
the process of stocking the pond required
not nearly as much effort as fishing. One
way the early Hawaiian managed to stock
the pond was to offer cereinonial prayers
and when the moon was full and the tide
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The Ku stone represented Ku 'ulakai, the god of fishing.
It was usually placed on the eastern side of the ftshpond.
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n n ri n i

~ How did Hawaiians engineer shoreline fishponds to grow fish,
while maintaining water quality and preventing siltation?

Grades 4 - 5 Performance Indicators

Gzade 4

~ Identify agricultural methods used in Hawai'i to increase food production and their impact
on humans and the environment.

Qrrge 5

~ Explore how agricultural technology affects humans and the environment.

Key Concepts
Hawaiians constructed 'auwai kai  channels! in the walls of shoreline fishponds to create
currents that circulated water and attracted fish with each tidal change. They placed
makaha  sluice grates! in the 'auwai kai to trap fish.

~ The circulation of water in the pond aer ates the pond with oxygen and flushes out excess
sediments and nutrients that can accumulate to unhealthy levels.

Prerequisite
Unit 1, Lotto I'a

Activity at a Glance
Students build model fishponds in shallow pans and experiment with changing water levels
outside the pond wall to simulate what happens with the rising and falling tides.

Time

1 - 2 class periods

SkiHs

modeling, reasoning, interpreting

Assessment

~ Students sketch a loko kuapa, and
diagram how the flow of water through
the makaha at both rising and falling
tides affects water quality and pond life.

The impressive fishpond walls we see today wen. built by
thousands of workers passing stones fivm hand to hand.
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Hawai'i DOE Content Standard

Science: Malama I Ka 'Aina:

~ Students make decisions needed to sustain life on Earth now and for future generations by
considering the limited resources and fragile environmental conditions.





Engineering Ingenuity

Teaching Suggestions
1. Display a picture of the loko kuapa  from Unit 1, Loko I'a activity! and ask students to

describe how the pond functions. If students have not seen the Kahea Loko introductory
video, have them view it before conducting this activity.

~ What is the purpose of the 'auwai kai  sluice or channel in the wall! and the makaha
 sluice grate!?

 The 'auwai kai provides a current that attracts fish and during the incoming tide, it
allows water to flow into the pond and circulate. During the outgoing tide, the sediments
can be flushed out of the pond. The makaha, placed between the walls of the 'auwai kai
traps the fishin the pond.!

~ How was it easier to catch fish from a pond than in the open ocean?

 Fish can be caught easily from a fishpond because the fish are concentrated into a
confined area, unlike in the open ocean where the fish are widely dispersed. The fish tend
to gather by the 'auwai kai to swim in the current that is created by the tides flowing
through the channel. The fish can be scooped with nets at this location.!

2. Divide the class into groups of agricultural engineers." Explain to students that a
prospective client, Kupuna Kole, is searching for an engineering firm to rebuild her
fishpond. The fishpond has not been in use since her father passed away. It is 10 acres large
and the pond is filling in with silt that is washed down from the stream that feeds into the
pond. She has also been told that the water is becoming stagnant because nutrients are
building up and depleting the oxygen in the water. The walls and the makaha have fallen
apart and she needs to have the pond rebuilt. Kupuna Kole is requesting that each
engineering firm present its model and show how the pond will work to circulate water once
again and allow the young fish to enter, but the bigger fish to be trapped.
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checked for excessive limu growth and build-up of
pond sediments. If the mats of limu in the pond
grew too thick, the limu was thinned by hand.
This helped to prevent the depletion of dissolved
oxygen in the pond which occurs when large
amounts of limu decays. And if the bottom
sediments of soil and decayed organic matter got
too thick, commoners were called upon to help
clear this layer of sediment. The sediments were
stirred up and the pond was flushed as the
incoming tide circulated in the pond through the
makaha, and the outgoing tide washed some of rnakaha and 'auwai kai
the sediment out to sea.

The ancient 'auwai kai with makaha did not have the movable water gates that appeared at
the turn of the twentieth century. So the location of the different makaha in the early ponds
was critical to water circulation. Later, the Chinese and Japanese introduced separate water
gates on the ocean side of the makaha that allowed them to cut down the rate of water
exchange and manipulate the plankton density by closing the gates. As with an aquarium of
guppies that lacks filtration, uncirculated fishpond water will start to turn green in a few days,
when the phytoplankton grow due to the nutrients  excrement/fertilizer! that build up.













Catch It! Grovr It!

All of a sudden, a huge basket made of 'ie  aerial roots of the 'ie'ie plant!

began to slowly lift off the ocean floor. There were kala  surgeon fish! in

the basket eating bits of sweet potato and limu. They were so fat and full

from eating that they didn't try to escape from the basket.

The fisherman who was hoisting the basket took enough kala for himself

and his family and returned the rest of the fish to the ocean unharmed. A

few minutes later, my brothers and sisters and I smelled it, again. Wow~ It

was hauna  an unpleasant odor!! Then, I remembered what my dad had

told me about kala. The kala fish eat a lot of limu. When they are caught,

and their stomachs are cut open a real stinky smell rises � just like rotten

eggs. My brothers and sisters blamed me for the stink smell. But I

pretended not to hear them.

Another story I remember is about the melomelo stick. Fishermen use

the stick, which is rubbed with coconut and kukui nut meat, to attract fish.

They lower the stick into the ocean and when the fish begin to nibble on

the end of it, the fishermen surround the fish and catch them with a net.

I remember after a huge storm a group of fishermen tried to surround a

school of 'opelu  mackerel scad!. For some reason, the stick got caught in

the net and drifted to the bottom of the ocean floor. Meanwhile, the 'opelu

followed the scent of the melomelo stick. The fishermen tried to go after

the 'opelu, but they got tangled in their net and looked like a school of

'opelu struggling to get free.

My brothers and sisters and I

laughed so hard that we almost popped

a gill. I' ve heard that if you look real

close at the 'opelu, you' ll see that he has

a permanent grin. Everyone says that

the 'opelu are remembering the day

when the fishermen looked like a bunch

of silly fools tangled in their own nets.
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Catch It! Grow It!

One of my favorite stories is when I was nearing the end of my journey.

There had been a huge hurricane the previous day. The tsunami had left

marine life strewn along the sand.

Many humans were shore fishing. At that time, I was about two inches

long � the size of a human pinky finger. I, too, was near the shoreline not

too far off from the fishpond.

All of a sudden, a human hand descended into the water. In its hand

was a baby squid. Within seconds, four baby eels peeped out of their

hiding place. The human hand sat

motionless in the water. The

tentacles of the squid dangled

between the fingers inviting the

baby eels for a nibble.

As I got closer, I noticed the baby

eels cautiously sneaking up on the

hand to take a better look. In a

split second, another hand snatched

up the four baby eels and me along

with them. All I remember is being yanked out of the ocean and thrown

into an 'umeke  gourd!. There was no water in the gourd so I lay there

gasping for air.

As I lay at the bottom twitching, a thumb and an index 6nger pinched

my body and flung me into the air. I was soaring like a bird in the sky

until I landed � smack � head first into the ocean. I hit the surface of the

Project Kahea Loko ~ 0+2003 Pacific American FoundationUnit 3 Page 16

water so hard that I bruised my lips. If you look carefully at our 'ama'ama

 mullet! relatives, you will see that we all have a faint color of red on our

lips and gills. That's how you know that we are all related.



Catch It! Grovr It!
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As soon as I fell into the ocean, I turned toward the fishpond hoping to

make my way to safety. But Mama Puhi  eel! had just come out of her hole

looking for her kids, and she was angry. %hen I saw her, I knew I was in

trouble. I tried to hide behind a patch of limu, but Mama Puhi found me. I

was stuffed in a hole with nowhere to go. As she slithered towards me

baring her sharp teeth, I searched for a way out. All of a sudden.......



Catch It! Grow It!

Scene Card. -1

A huge basket made of 'ie  aerial roots of the 'ie'ie plant! slowly lifted off

the ocean floor. There were kala  surgeon fish! in the basket eating bits of

sweet potato and limu  seaweed!. They were so fat and full from eating

that they didn't try to escape from the basket.

Then, I remembered what my dad had told me about kala. The kala fish

eat a lot of limu. When they are caught, and their stomachs are cut open a

real stinky smell rises � just like rotten eggs. My brothers and sisters

blamed me for the stink smell. But I pretended not to hear them.

Project Kahea Loko + 
003 Pacific American FoundationUnit 3 Page 18

The fisherman who was hoisting the basket took enough kala for himself

and his family and returned the rest of the fish to the ocean unharmed. A

few minutes later, my brothers and sisters and I smelled it, again. Wow! It

was hauna  an unpleasant odor!!



Catch it! Grow It!

Scene Card - 2

Fishermen use the melomelo stick to attract fish. The stick is rubbed

with coconut and kukui nut meat. Then it is lowered into the ocean. When

the fish begin to nibble on the stick, the fishermen surround the fish and

catch them with a net.

I remember after a huge storm a group of fishermen tried to surround a

school of 'opelu  mackerel scad!. For some reason, the stick got caught in

the net and drifted to the bottom of the ocean floor.

Meanwhile, the 'opelu followed the scent of the melomelo stick. The

fishermen tried to go after the 'opelu, but they got tangled in their net and

looked like a school of 'opelu struggling to get free.
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Catch It! Grow It!

Scene Card - 3

All of a sudden, a human fist descended into the water. In its hand was

a baby squid. Within seconds, four baby eels peeped out of their hiding

place. The human hand sat motionless in the water. The tentacles of the

squid dangled between the fingers inviting the baby eels for a nibble.

As I got closer, I noticed the baby eels cautiously sneaking up on the

hand to take a better look. In a split second, another hand snatched up the

four baby eels and me along with them. All I remember is being yanked

out of the ocean and thrown into an 'umeke  gourd!. There was no water in

the gourd so I lay there gasping for air.
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As I lay at the bottom twitching, a thumb and an index finger pinched

my body and flung me into the air. I was soaring like a bird in the sky until

I landed � smack � head first into the ocean. I hit the surface of the water

so hard that I bruised my lips. If you look carefully at our 'ama'ama

 mullet! relatives, you will see that we aH have a faint color of red on our

lips and gills. That's how you know that we are all related.



Haku Mele Aloha:

Composing in Hawaiian~ ~ ~ ~
~ What can traditional Hawaiian fishing practices, mo'olelo  stories!, and mele

 songs! teach us about values that are important in the Hawaiian culture?

Hawvai'i DOE Content Standard

Social Studies: Cultural Systems:
~ Students understand culture as a system of beliefs, knowledge and practices shared by a

group.

Grades 4 - 5 Performance Indicator

~ Interpret and/or illustrate how Hawaiian culture is composed of items  arts, artifacts!, ideas
 beliefs, values! and behaviors  observable practices that may or may not be related to
values and beliefs!.

Key Concepts

Prerequisite

As a note, it is important for any teacher using this activity to
consider the level of Hawaiian language use as very basic,
and academically inclined in nature. Therefore, the author
advises consultation with native speakers prior to adaptation
of the activity, and caution in using the format outside of the
way it is presented in this unit.

Activity at a Glance

Students read about traditional fishing practices and
Hawaiian mo'olelo  story! and describe the values conveyed.
Students compose a mele/song entirely in Hawaiian about a
place in nature that is significant to them.

Time

3 class periods
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~ Traditional fishing practices, oli  chants!, and mo'olelo  stories! express values that are an
important part of Hawaiian culture.

f

~ Hawaiian values such as ho'ihi  respect! for others and for the land kuleana  respons'bilit !
or maintaining a balance between self and society and between human beings and the rest

of the universe, are expressed through various forms of protocol and mo'olelo.



Haku Mele Aloha

Skills

writing composition, reflection

Assessment

Students:

~ Write a description of what traditional fishing practices and a Hawaiian mo'olelo  story!
reveal about early Hawaiian life and values.

~ Compose and share a mele  song! that reveals what a special place in nature means to them.

Vocabulary

ko'a � shrine consisting of circular piles of coral or stone, built along the shore or by ponds or
streams, used in ceremonies to make fish multiply; or fishing grounds, usually identified by
lining up with marks on shore

oli � chant

mele � song
mo'olelo - story, legend, history, tradition
kuleana � responsibility
ho'ihi � respect
 additional words defined on student activity sheet!

Materials

Provided:

~ activity sheets 1 k 2
~ student reading � mo'olelo

Needed:

~ Hawaiian music  preferably songs with nature themes!
~ CD or tape player

Advance Preparation
Ku stone

Compose a mele  song! using the format provided with this activity as an example for students.

Background
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Hawaiian culture lives through oral traditions that are passed on through mo'olelo, music,
dance, oli and protocol that convey the beliefs, values, and behaviors important in the Hawaiian
world view. Fishers offered their first catch at the Ku and Hina stones.

The Ku stone represented Ku'ulakai, the god of fishing, who some say had control over all the
other gods of the sea. When he died, one of the gifts he left for his son, Ai'ai, was a magic stone
called Ku'ula, which had the power to attract fish. The son traveled about the islands and set up
fishing altars upon which to lay two fish from the first catch, one for his father, Ku'ula and one
for his mother, Hina  Beckwith, 1970!. The Ku stone was placed in an upright position on the
eastern side of the fishpond. The Hina stone, representing Ku's wife, lay flat on the western wall
of the fishpond. At the fishponds, a small pile of coral or stones was erected where fish were
offered in ceiemony to Ku'ula by the kahuna  priest!. The kahuna would call upon lKu or] Hina



Haku Mele Aloha
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to draw the fish from the sea and into the pond. If the fish tried to escape, they would sense
Ku'ula's presence and fear leaving the pond. If they tried to make their way over the wall of the
pond, the stones � representing men � would prevent them from escaping  Wyban, 1992!.

Every member of traditional Hawaiian society composed chants, poems, and songs. It was
typical for a person to have a name chant composed for him or herself at birth. It was everyday
protocol for a passerby to chant out to someone for permission to enter one's home or to enter a
special place.

The following passage describes how loina  Hawaiian protocol! was part of everyday life for
the Hawaiian people.



Haku Mele Aloha

Teaching Suggestions

1. Begin the day with Hawaiian music playing  preferably a song with a nature theme!.
Discuss students' reactions to the music. Which values are evident in the mele  song!?

2. Distribute the first activity sheet and ask students to read and discuss it.

~ What was the significance of the Ku stone and the Hina stone at the fishpond?
 The kahuna would call upon Ku or Hi na to draw fish from the sea into the pond.!

~ In the mo'olelo, what is the ko'a and how is it used?
 Ko'a are fishing shrines made of coral or stones. Offerings are made to thank the gods for
the fish that are received or to ask that the gods help the fish multiply and become
plentiful.!

~ Which values are evident in traditional fishing practices?
 kuleana /responsibility', laulima jworking together!, ho'ihi jrespectj, taking only what
you need!

8. Distribute the student reading  mo'olelo! and have students take turns reading the text
aloud. Discuss their reactions to the mo'olelo.

5. Have students share their ideas about the readings and discuss them with the class.

~ What do traditional fishing practices and the mo'olelo reveal about early Hawaiian life
and values?

~ Why are the cultural traditions and practices important to preserve?
~ What other cultural traditions are important in your life and how are they preserved?

6. Distribute the second activity sheet to students and explain how to utilize the format to
create a mele. Share your composition as an example. Challenge students to compose their
own mele about a special place in nature.

7. Ask students to work in pairs and share their mele  song! with a partner.

8. Have students complete the assessment activities and work together  laulima! with their
classmates and a kupuna to write a mele or an oli that they can share with others when the
class visits the fishpond. The oli  chant! can be used as greeting to the staff at the fishpond.
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4. Ask each student to write a summary of what the story means to him or her. Ask them to
describe what traditional fishing practices and the mo'olelo reveal about early Hawaiian life
and values.





Haku Mele Aloha

Student Activity Sheet 1

Hawaiian fishponds and fishing practices help us to learn about

early Hawaiian life. In the old days at the fishpond, an upright Ku

stone was placed on the eastern wall of the pond. A stone for the

goddess Hina was placed on the western side. The god Ku had many

forms. One form was the god of fishing, Ku'ulakai, which means "an

abundance from the sea" or "red Ku of the sea." Hawaiians offered

prayers to Ku'ulakai, the fish god, by facing to the east at early

morning. Prayers to Hina were offered facing to the west.

Legend has it that if the prayers to Ku were not answered, the

people would plead to the goddess Hina. They prayed to her to

influence Ku and make the fish plentiful for the people. The first

fish caught was offered to Ku'ulakai. Part of the first taro or sweet

potato harvest was also offered to the gods. Limu kala lei were

offered to Ku'ulakai at the ko'a  fishing shrine!. This practice

continues today by anyone grateful for the gifts that come from the sea.

Ku stone  above! and
Hina stone  below!

Today we continue to express cultural values through oli  chants!, mele  songs!, and

mo'olelo  stories!. Expressing values, such as ho'ihi  respect! and. kuleana

 responsibility!, is an important part of Hawaiian protocol. The mele and mo'olelo are

passed down to help us appreciate the Hawaiian culture and learn proper actions

toward others and our environment.

Activities

1. Read the mo'olelo about a woman who caught he'e  squid or octopus! for the ali'i
 chief!.

2. On the reverse side of this page:
~ Write a summary of the values that the story teaches.
~ Describe what the story means to you.
~ Describe Hawaiian fishing practices related to the ko'a  fishing shrine!.

3. Use the activity sheet provided to help you write a mele that expresses how you feel
about a place in nature.
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Haku Mele Aloha

Stud.ent Active.ty Sheet 2

Make your own mele/song by inserting the appropriate words from the papa 'olelo/
vocabulary categories A, B, C, D, E into the format below,

l. Identify the place  A! and the name of the place.
2. Briefly describe a physical feature of the place  A and B!.
3. Briefly describe an experience  'ike-to see! of the place  B!.
4. Tell why the place is special to you  C! and the place name  D!.
5. Give the name of a person  E! for whom this mele/song is written.

1.  A! 'o  D!

2.  A!  B!

3. 'Ikei B!

'ia 'oe i  D!4.  C!

5. He mele keiana E!

Papa 'Olelo/Vocabulary

D:

 name of place you are writing about!

 name of person for whom you are writing this!
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A

kaulana - famous

hanohano - glorious
nani - beautiful

uluwehi - lush, verdant
waiwai - valuable

malo'o - dry
pulu - wet
'olu'olu - pleasant
kilakila - majestic
ki'eki'e - high

B

ka 'aina � land

ka uka - uplands
ka wailele - waterfall

ke kahawai - stream

ke kula - plains, field
ke kahakai - beach

ke kai - sea

ka moana - ocean

ka lae - headland

ka nahele - forest

ho'okipa - to welcome
kono - invite

malama - care for

'ume - attract

ho'opili - to come together
aloha - love, afFection, greeting
ho'olu - to make comfortable

ho'ohau'oli - to make happy
kahea - call out

ho'opa'a - to secure




